BUSWORLD ACADEMY WEBINAR
APRIL 30, 2020

Answers to questions posed by the attendees
Dear friends of the bus and coach industry,
Thank you for attending our webinar on “How to restart bus operations after a
lockdown?” in great numbers.
We received many more questions then we could handle during the webinar, so please
find below the answers by the speakers to your questions and remarks you entered into
the discussion.
For the ease of use, we have made a content table of all the questions asked and divided
into 6 different themes. Just click on the question to jump to the answer. You can always
jump back to the overview by clicking the button “Back to List” under each question.

Kind regards,
The Busworld Academy Team
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SOCIAL DISTANCING & CONSEQUENCES
1. Do you expect Public transport to be as popular and viable as pre covid days,
considering social distancing norms been imposed?
2. Do you reckon social distancing will be implemented once the lockdown opens? If yes,
for how long such implementation will be there?
3. With the current social distancing norms, will the bus capacity need to be increased?
Which means more buses to be put on road, means more sales?
4. Keeping social distancing in picture, how do we fix fares?
5. How do we balance public transport (bus) attractiveness, physical distancing guidelines,
and privacy/civil liberties?
6. How did you manage the social distance in public transportation in Jinan?
7. Do you think bus passengers will use buses or switch to cars due to social distancing?
8. What is the scenario for air conditioned sleeper bus? Is it advisable to travel in closed
circumstances or reduce on sitting capacities?
9. Does price of seat increase due to social distancing in bus?
10. I understood that you don't establish a fixed maximum number of passengers on each
type of vehicle. You ask people only to wear mask and being spaced on the vehicle as
much as possible, but passengers are allowed to stand a meter far from each other. Is it
correct?
11. We only offer private coach tours. Shouldn't each government set urgently the rules to
go by? How many seats can be taken and what measurements should be taken?
12. In order to keep the social distancing, the transport operators will earn less money on
each bus trip. Is it correct to assume that the subsidies paid by the municipalities should
increase? Could we also see an increase in the price of the transport tickets?
13. Will App based buses increase in future as they can maintain social distancing by just
allowing limited passengers?
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HYGIENIC & VEHICLE MEASURES
1. Does anybody use anti continuous disinfection as photocatalysis?
2. Does the ultraviolet tubes that can be used in AC vents works to kill bacteria in AC
sleeper buses?
3. Is anybody using UV lights to disinfect buses? Does it work properly?
4. Can passengers stand?
5. Whether closed bus with HVAC is better or open non AC is better to avoid COVID
transmission?
6. Is there a consensus on the best cleaning option of buses......most effective and least
expense?
7. How about the seating arrangements?
8. There’s been discussion about air circulation within the coach cabin...how do we know
the incoming air doesn’t blow the virus within the cabin?
9. Will bus design change in future? Seating arrangement, material of seats, handles etc.?
10. How would the passengers be given confidence about the seats they are sitting on will
not infect them?
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OPERATIONAL MEASURES
1. Do you think it will make sense to run dynamic code share routes for intercity, (last
minute consolidation of schedules by same or multiple operators through a transparent
real time technology platform) keeping in mind possibly disrupted and unpredictable
demand cycles and lowered margins?
2. How can you manage the passengers when the peak time comes?
3. How do you track passenger numbers if no cash and rear door boarding only? Data so
important to monitor levels.
4. Is it possible to do some demand management to avoid peak crowding. i.e. flexi office
hours, high peak fares, etc.?
5. Does anyone offer coach tours as well as public transport? If so, do they have a strategy
to start touring again and what plans are in place for marketing and operating tours?
6. Can people who travel in bus, be mandated to use aarogya setup app? Their status
should be green. The phone should be checked with the app before boarding the bus.
7. Should bigger cities go for 18m buses in future (in place of 12m) for maintaining social
distancing. Incremental cost of ownership may not be very high as driver & conductors
are not increasing?
8. How will bus operators manage and store data of passengers for say 21 days at a
minimum from date of journey? Every day this has to be maintained so any case of covid
coming up, back tracking should be possible.
9. How do you track passenger numbers if no cash and rear door boarding only? Data is so
important to monitor levels.
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SUPPORT FROM GOVERNMENT & OTHER INSTITUTIONS
1. What are the measures taken by the Govt in different countries to support public
transportation and operators?
2. What measures do you think countries need to apply in their budgets for sustainable
transportation after COVID-19 pandemic and considering how dramatically climate
changes get impacted by reduced emissions?
3. Does your government subsidize part of passengers lost due to distance measure
application? Who is financing masks and disinfection for passengers?
4. Is there any support financially to private bus operators in Brussels or Belgium during the
lockdown?
5. Regards tour coaches not service buses, in this area our work load has completely
stopped, how can we get this back working and in the meantime how can we get our
government to understand our situation and get help to us in this time of need?
6. When will the government have attention for the very bad situation we are in as a private
coach operator? We have no bright future knowing it will still take a long time for groups
to travel again. Why should it be such a problem to bring in coaches to help to manage
the public transport during the time of the crisis. A lot of the coach operators who only
operate with groups on demand will not survive this crisis without help and creative
solutions.
7. Does the government really support private bus operators with money which they take
from World Bank?
8. Question to World Bank: The amount of funding earmarked for mitigating the COVID19
situation, is about 15 billion dollars enough to cover all the developing countries' needs
in transportation sector?
9. It will be nice to see the options, requirements and request procedures for those loans
options on a slide.
10. So, does the World Bank take in consideration the time importance in speeding the
supporting countries (public and private sectors) in this case?
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FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
1. Is it viable to operate at less occupancy?
2. What is the difference in the cost of operations prior to virus and post opening up?
3. Without charging more for tickets how will it be feasible to breakeven cost with social
distancing?
4. Who will pay for reduced usage?
5. Who is financing the extra costs generated by medical equipment and disinfectants?
6. To Craig (NY). Did I understand correctly that you didn't collected fare during 6 weeks?
Does that mean that it has been virtually free of charge for passengers? Therefore, who
has covered that lack of revenue?
7. Cleaning and safety measures will add up to operating costs. How do we breakeven with
social distancing and in the same ticket fares?
8. Who will finance this additional cost? For gels, dividers...
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VARIOUS
1. What's the meaning of "time" in Jinan bus demand analytics?
2. Is the urban mobility increasing over public transport demand?
3. Any special measures for disabled passengers?
4. How is coach operation status? What is the drop in occupancy?
5. Just an idea: would it be possible to use coaches for (inter)city transportation in case
there is a restriction not having enough drivers and/or vehicles to support the lines taking
social distancing into account. This would also help the tour operators to bridge year
until beginning of 2021.
6. Do the rules that you explained for Brussels public transport apply to Brussels only or do
they apply to every region within Belgium?
7. Would parents be comfortable sending kids in school buses and for that matter even to
schools?
8. Are there estimations around what is the percentage of population currently working
from home in Brussels who will move to the office working from Monday?
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SOCIAL DISTANCING & CONSEQUENCES
Question by Antony Noble (ComfyBus, India)

Do you expect Public transport to be as popular and viable as pre covid days,
considering social distancing norms been imposed?
Answer by Jan Deman
Social distancing is (hopefully) a temporary measure, until a vaccine is available for everybody.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We expect ridership to come back slowly as the economy and work travel patterns take time
to normalize.
Back to List

Question by Gowtham Selvakumar (Selvakumar Transports, India)

Do you reckon social distancing will be implemented once the lockdown opens? If
yes, for how long such implementation will be there?
Answer by Jan Deman
Social distancing is (hopefully) a temporary measure, until a vaccine is available for everybody.
Back to List

Question by Tarun Malhotra (Valeo Motherson, India)

With the current social distancing norms, will the bus capacity need to be
increased? Which means more buses to be put on road, means more sales?
Answer by Jan Deman
In Belgium, social distancing means keeping at least 1,5 meter between each person. This
means for example a capacity of 10 pax on a 12m bus. The viability of such measures for
private companies is not ensured without external help.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
More buses for less people means more subsidies for public transit trips are required, also
existing depot infrastructure and space is limited.
Back to List

Question by Pankaj Shah (Sai Pooja Tours and Travels, India)

Keeping social distancing in picture, how do we fix fares?
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are accelerating our "tap and go" / all door boarding which will enable us to collect fares
and provide social distancing between bus operators and customers. As part of a longer term
solution we will explore future bus designs that include providing for separate operator cabins.
Back to List
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Question by Anonymous Attendee

How do we balance public transport (bus) attractiveness, physical distancing
guidelines, and privacy/civil liberties?
Answer by Jan Deman
Good communication will absolutely be necessary. As said, hopefully social distancing will be
a temporary measure until we have a vaccine.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We expect ridership to come back slowly and will adjust according to public health guidance.
Back to List

Question by Ashraf Kara (SPARK Consultancy, Egypt)

How did you manage the social distance in public transportation in Jinan?
Answer by Li Feng
Firstly, there are staff to remind and manage the platform with heavy passenger flow. Secondly,
is to strictly control the occupancy of buses.
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

Do you think bus passengers will use buses or switch to cars due to social
distancing?
Answer by Jan Deman
Good communication will absolutely be necessary. As said, hopefully social distancing will be
a temporary measure until we have a vaccine.
Answer by Li Feng
During the period when the epidemic is still prevalent, there is such a situation that passengers
will avoid public transport as much as possible.
Back to List

Question by Srinivasan Solaimalai (Jupiter bus, India)

What is the scenario for air conditioned sleeper bus? Is it advisable to travel in
closed circumstances or reduce on sitting capacities?
Answer
Most countries advise open windows.
Back to List
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Question by Ghanshyam Tilavat (Infinity Transoft Solution Pvt. Ltd., India)

Does price of seat increase due to social distancing in bus?
Answer by Jan Deman
During the webinar it was mentioned that the prices for bus tickets in Brussels will not increase
due to this crisis. FYI, Brussels has 1 public bus operator, no subcontracting to private
companies.
Answer by Li Feng
At present, ticket price in Jinan has not increased.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We do not anticipate passing these costs on to our customers but rather looking for additional
funding streams.
Back to List

Question by Andrea Giammusso (Cotral SPA, Italy)

I understood that you don't establish a fixed maximum number of passengers on
each type of vehicle. You ask people only to wear mask and being spaced on the
vehicle as much as possible, but passengers are allowed to stand a meter far from
each other. Is it correct?
Answer by Jan Deman
Rules for public transport in Belgium are : keep 1,5 meter between all passengers, if this is not
possible wear masks. It would be advisable to have the same rules in all subsectors: public
transport, school buses, commuter buses and coach services.
Back to List

Question by Carmen Van Eyken (Van Eyken Tours, Belgium)

We only offer private coach tours. Shouldn't each government set urgently the
rules to go by? How many seats can be taken and what measurements should be
taken?
Answer by Jan Deman
Yes, clear communications are absolutely necessary. Same rules for as well city lines,
interurban, school and employee services and coach services are advisable.
Back to List
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Question by Cristiana Sandulescu (Tranzit Magazine, Romania)

In order to keep the social distancing, the transport operators will earn less money
on each bus trip. Is it correct to assume that the subsidies paid by the
municipalities should increase? Could we also see an increase in the price of the
transport tickets?
Answer by Jan Deman
Hardly any bus service, worldwide, is self-supportive. Public Transport will always need public
funding. It was said by Minister Van den Brandt, during the webinar, that Brussels for example
will not raise the price of a bus ticket. Increasing bus fares is a politically sensitive decision.
For the operators, much depends on their revenue model: publicly financed, fixed contractual
fee for services or purely based on ticket selling.
Back to List

Question by Samir Sharma (DIMTS, India)

Will App based buses increase in future as they can maintain social distancing by
just allowing limited passengers?
Answer by Jan Deman
Tests with apps showing the occupancy rate of a bus to the public, and as such indicating if
social distancing can be kept, could be financed partially by the World Bank.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
There is certainly a potential here. We are currently using and testing Automated Passenger
Counting technology with a focus on providing customers with information regarding seat
availability so they can decide if they want to board the next coming bus and identifying
crowding issues.
Back to List
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HYGIENIC & VEHICLE MEASURES
Question by Joaquin Piserra (PURETI UE, Spain)

Does anybody use anti continuous disinfection as photocatalysis?
Answer by Li Feng
This problem tends to the medical profession. We mainly rely on chlorine-containing
disinfectant for vehicle disinfection and medical alcohol for personnel disinfection.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are not familiar with photocatalytic disinfection of surfaces but continue to explore improved
disinfection processes and products.
Back to List

Question by Rijas Aj (Ccoa Kerala, India)

Does the ultraviolet tubes that can be used in AC vents works to kill bacteria in AC
sleeper buses?
Answer by Li Feng
We didn't take such measures in Jinan. Vehicle disinfection mainly depends on chlorinecontaining disinfectant.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are exploring this.
Back to List

Question by Loreta Gonzalez (Red Coach Inc, USA)

Is anybody using UV lights to disinfect buses? Does it work properly?
Answer by Li Feng
We didn't adopt ultraviolet lamp disinfection in Jinan, and vehicle disinfection mainly depends
on chlorine-containing disinfectant.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are testing UV disinfection.
Back to List

Question by Paola Briata (Worldstrides – Explorica, Canada)

Can passengers stand?
Answer by Jan Deman
Standing or sitting is not the issue; social distancing is.
Answer by Li Feng
Yes, the passengers on seats only account for about 25% of the vehicle load.
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Answer by Craig Cipriano
Yes, customers are allowed to stand and in NY there is no policing of policies at this time
Back to List

Question by Tarun Malhotra (Valeo Motherson, India) & Murthy Raju Davuluri (IntrCity, India)

Whether closed bus with HVAC is better or open non AC is better to avoid COVID
transmission?
Answer by Jan Deman
Most governments advise open windows.
Answer Li Feng
There is no special test and comparison, but I think it is better to have open windows non AC.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We have an existing policy to keep our windows closed however based upon hearing the
policies in Jinan we are re-evaluating this now.
Back to List

Question by Mary Kay McGuinness (DeNure Tours, Canada)

Is there a consensus on the best cleaning option of buses......most effective and
least expense?
Answer by Li Feng
China's health and disease control department has issued disinfection and sterilization
standards for vehicles. We disinfect vehicles according to the standards.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are currently doing manual swipe downs but are actively evaluating cleaning practices.
Back to List

Question by Karuppan Chidambaram (Chennai Vasantham Transport, India)

How about the seating arrangements?
Answer by Li Feng
Because of the strict control of the occupancy of buses, passengers will sit at intervals without
taking any mandatory measures.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
In the short-term, we have taken out the two first rows of seats on our coach buses to provide
distance between the operator and customers.
Back to List
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Question by Angie Ricci (Angel Tours & Entertainment Inc., Canada)

There’s been discussion about air circulation within the coach cabin...how do we
know the incoming air doesn’t blow the virus within the cabin?
Answer by Li Feng
The epidemic control department once analysed the air samples collected during the window
opening operation, and the results showed that no virus was found.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
This is a question for our public health officials but we are testing anti-microbial filters for the
HVAC system on the bus.
Back to List

Question by Samir Sharma (DIMTS, India)

Will bus design change in future? Seating arrangement, material of seats, handles
etc.?
Answer by Jan Deman
We were in touch with several bus manufacturers about this. Seems that most of them are
waiting for exact rules, applicable for a long time, seen the fact that social distancing will not
be needed anymore after a vaccine is available for all. So far we see no big changes in bus
design. Meanwhile disinfectant will become part of daily operations.
Answer Li Feng
There is currently no information in this regard.
Answer Craig Cipriano
We are actively explore options for the bus of the future.
Back to List

Question by Mohit (Mahindra, India)

How would the passengers be given confidence about the seats they are sitting on
will not infect them?
Answer by Li Feng
Make use of all effective interactive methods to publicly operate the epidemic prevention
and control measures of enterprises.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are aggressively cleaning all of our vehicles including daily disinfection of the fleet and use
of anti-microbial sprays. We continue to test other means of cleaning the fleet such as the use
of UV light.
Answer by Elke Van den Brandt
The metro's and trams are cleaned on a more regular basis to ensure passengers are safe.
Back to List
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OPERATIONAL MEASURES
Question by Saurabh Patwardhan (Prasanna Transport Network, India)

Do you think it will make sense to run dynamic code share routes for intercity, (last
minute consolidation of schedules by same or multiple operators through a
transparent real time technology platform) keeping in mind possibly disrupted and
unpredictable demand cycles and lowered margins?
Answer by Li Feng
It is meaningful. Firstly, it can enable passengers to travel in a planned way. Secondly, the shift
adjustment can appropriately reduce operating costs.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We currently do not have the existing technological infrastructure to do this but it makes sense
to improve regional transportation.
Back to List

Question by Hardiansyah Pratama (PT Transportasi Jakarta, Indonesia)

How can you manage the passengers when the peak time comes?
Answer by Jan Deman
One is to publish the departure intervals of the lines on the App so that citizens can travel in a
planned way and avoid the gathering caused by the long waiting time on the platform. The
second is to constantly remind passengers to pay attention to social distance. The third is to
strictly control the occupancy of buses.
Answer by Li Feng
Apps indication the occupancy rate was mentioned.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are looking for public health guidance regarding allowable peak loads per bus. We are
cautiously optimistic that with public health measures and the mandated use of PPE, peak
loading guidelines will return to at or near pre-COVID levels.
Back to List

Question by Ray Coyne (Dublin Bus, Ireland)

How do you track passenger numbers if no cash and rear door boarding only? Data
so important to monitor levels.
Answer by Jan Deman
Booking platforms could get a more important role.
Back to List
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Question by Samir Sharma (DIMTS, India)

Is it possible to do some demand management to avoid peak crowding. i.e. flexi
office hours, high peak fares, etc.?
Answer by Jan Deman
The minister mentioned a spread of working hours
Answer by Li Feng
Yes, demand management measures are very necessary to avoid the accumulation of
personnel due to rigid demands.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are exploring this.
Back to List

Question by Pete Smith (Radical Travel Group, UK)

Does anyone offer coach tours as well as public transport? If so, do they have a
strategy to start touring again and what plans are in place for marketing and
operating tours?
Answer by Jan Deman
Borders will be opening up again in the coming weeks/months, gradually and under specific
conditions. We have no knowledge about plans to support international travels again … policy
might be to discourage it (only necessary travels). Good communication and marketing
campaigns for any mode of collective transport will be needed... and essential if we do not
want to evolve to more traffic jams and pollution again.
Back to List

Question by Naveen Krishnaswamy (JumpStart Technologies, USA) & Praveen Kumar (Globus, India)

Can people who travel in bus, be mandated to use aarogya setup app? Their status
should be green. The phone should be checked with the app before boarding the
bus.
Answer by Li Feng
Yes, China has issued health code standards and fully implemented the health code system.
Back to List
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Question by Samir Sharma (DIMTS, India)

Should bigger cities go for 18m buses in future (in place of 12m) for maintaining
social distancing. Incremental cost of ownership may not be very high as driver &
conductors are not increasing?
Answer by Jan Deman
Road infrastructure is an issue in this matter. Not every city center is accessible for longer
buses.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
When it comes to deploying larger buses, New York has very specific challenges regarding
both available depot space and street space specifically around bus stops. In addition, our
longer articulated buses have experienced performance issues in snowy and icy conditions.
Back to List

Question by Naveen Krishnaswamy (JumpStart Technologies, India)

How will bus operators manage and store data of passengers for say 21 days at a
minimum from date of journey? Every day this has to be maintained so any case
of covid coming up, back tracking should be possible.
Answer by Jan Deman
Question is if this data should be kept by the bus operators? It could as well be kept on the
smart phone of the passenger, (although I realize that not everybody carries a smartphone).
This would also solve the privacy issues.
Answer by Li Feng
Passengers will be asked to scan the registration information after entering the car, such as
the number of the vehicle they are riding on.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
In New York, this is part of a public health initiative to trace positive COVID people handled at
the State government level
Back to List

Question by Ray Coyne (Dublin Bus, Ireland)

How do you track passenger numbers if no cash and rear door boarding only? Data
is so important to monitor levels.
Answer by Elke Van den Brandt
Booking platforms could get a more important role.
Back to List
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SUPPORT FROM GOVERNMENT & OTHER INSTITUTIONS
Question by Anonymous Attendee

What are the measures taken by the Govt in different countries to support public
transportation and operators?
Answer by Jan Deman
I kindly refer to our webinar of April 9th, in which government support was discussed. Please
find the video replay link via www.busworldacademy.org.
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

What measures do you think countries need to apply in their budgets for
sustainable transportation after COVID-19 pandemic and considering how
dramatically climate changes get impacted by reduced emissions?
Answer by Jan Deman
The impact of Covid-19 on the evolution towards zero emission bus services cannot be
measured yet, although everybody realises that a return to individual polluting passenger
transport is not an option.
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

Does your government subsidize part of passengers lost due to distance
measure application? Who is financing masks and disinfection for passengers?
Answer by Jan Deman
In Belgium we have direct financial support to private bus companies, measures to help in
salary costs and deferral of taxes.
Answer by Li Feng
At present, the Chinese government has not issued a subsidy policy specifically for
passengers. Passengers are financing their mask, disinfection and other measures. But on the
customized bus, bus operators will provide a mask, and also provides wash-free disinfectant.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We are applying for federal emergency management funding for all COVID related costs.
Back to List
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Question by Alan Martin (Express Bus, Ireland)

Is there any support financially to private bus operators in Brussels or Belgium
during the lockdown?
Answer by Jan Deman
Yes, there is. There is direct financial support, a one-time premium of €3000. There are
measures for temporary unemployment (driver keeps 70% of his salary-paid by our social
security system) and there is deferral for the payment of certain taxes
Back to List

Question by Anonymous Attendee

Regards tour coaches not service buses, in this area our work load has completely
stopped, how can we get this back working and in the meantime how can we get
our government to understand our situation and get help to us in this time of need?
Answer by Jan Deman
Worldwide, the situation in coach companies, focussing on tourism, is very bad. Once the
covid-19 situation has improved and regulations allow (international) travels again, good
communication campaigns will be needed to restore trust in any kind of collective transport.
Back to List

Question by Carmen Van Eyken (Van Eyken Tours, Belgium)

When will the government have attention for the very bad situation we are in as a
private coach operator? We have no bright future knowing it will still take a long
time for groups to travel again. Why should it be such a problem to bring in coaches
to help to manage the public transport during the time of the crisis. A lot of the
coach operators who only operate with groups on demand will not survive this
crisis without help and creative solutions.
Answer by Jan Deman
Since demand for public transport has dropped during lockdown periods, there is no need for
extra vehicles in order to ensure social distancing. We will have to see how this evolves when
economy, schools and social lives are picking up again.
Back to List

Question by Praveen Kumar (Globus, India)

Does the government really support private bus operators with money which they
take from World Bank?
Answer by Rakhi Basu
Yes, the government can. World Bank’s funds can be made available to private operators
through public banks. However, the private operator has to meet the terms and condition of
the loan set out by the public sector bank.
Back to List
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Question by Manjunath Reddy (MM ACTIV, India)

Question to World Bank: The amount of funding earmarked for mitigating the
COVID19 situation, is about 15 billion dollars enough to cover all the developing
countries' needs in transportation sector?
Answer
This is an immediate step that was taken in response to the crises. There are many other
measures the Bank is contemplating as the impact of the pandemic gets clearer.
Back to List

Question by Fernando Aguilera (Reservamos, Mexico)

It will be nice to see the options, requirements and request procedures for those
loans options on a slide.
Answer by Rakhi Basu
The procedures for the accessing World Bank funding by a private operator are varied
and needs to be structured based on the risks involved. It is up to the particular country
as to how the funds can be made available. Re IFC investments, enterprises can get in
touch with local IFC office.
Back to List

Question by Ashraf Kara (SPARK Consultancy, Egypt)

So, does the World Bank take in consideration the time importance in speeding the
supporting countries (public and private sectors) in this case?
Answer by Rakhi Basu
Yes. The World Bank can do very fast processing of the funds if a country wishes to borrow
for COVID.
Back to List
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FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES
Question by Praveen Kumar (Globus, India)

Is it viable to operate at less occupancy?
Answer by Jan Deman
Probably not without external financial input.
Answer by Li Feng
Yes, this is what Jinan did, the occupancy gradually increases from no more than 50% to no
more than 70% at present.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
It depends on the level of subsidies the government is willing to provide for this public service.
Back to List

Question by Subham Mohatta (Urrja Bus Décor, India)

What is the difference in the cost of operations prior to virus and post opening up?
Answer by Li Feng
Fixed costs have not changed much and variable costs have been reduced.
Answer by Li Feng
The major cost increases is from our cleaning and sanitizing efforts.
Back to List

Question by Astad Khadiwalla (A.M.K. Motors, India)

Without charging more for tickets how will it be feasible to breakeven cost with
social distancing?
Answer by Li Feng
At present, we mainly strengthens the monitoring and forecasting of passenger flow and
reduces the investment of inefficient mileage to reduce costs in Jinan.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
We operated at a 40% farebox recovery ratio pre-COVID and anticipate this will decrease postCOVID, requiring a greater level of government subsidies.
Back to List

Question by JJ Kavanagh (Jjkavanagh & Sons, Republic of Ireland)

Who will pay for reduced usage?
Answer by Li Feng
At present, operating enterprises are doing their best to reduce costs.
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Answer by Craig Cipriano
We will be relying on government subsidies.
Back to List

Question by Cristiana Sandulescu (Tranzit Magazine, Romania)

Who is financing the extra costs generated by medical equipment and
disinfectants?
Answer by Jan Deman
In case of a public bus company, this is clear. In case of private operators much depends on
their revenue model (contract with the PTA).
Answer by Li Feng
At present, Jinan is borne by the operating enterprises themselves, but the system and
operation of state-owned enterprises may be different from that of foreign countries.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
Federal emergency management funding.
Back to List

Question by Sergio Fernández Balaguer (EMT Madrid, Spain)

To Craig (NY). Did I understand correctly that you didn't collected fare during 6
weeks? Does that mean that it has been virtually free of charge for passengers?
Therefore, who has covered that lack of revenue?
Answer by Craig Cipriano
Yes, as a result of our rear door boarding policy, we have not collected fares on our local
buses. We have used existing funding sources both capital and operating to cover expenses.
In addition, we are borrowing money and have appropriated $3.9 billion from the federal
government and are requesting an additional $3.9 billion in funding.
Back to List

Question by Astad Khadiwalla (A.M.K. Motors, India)

Cleaning and safety measures will add up to operating costs. How do we breakeven
with social distancing and in the same ticket fares?
Answer by Jan Deman
It was said by Minister Van den Brandt, during the webinar, that Brussels for example will not
raise the price of a bus ticket. Increasing bus fares is a politically sensitive decision. For the
operators, much depends on their revenue model: publicly financed, fixed contractual fee for
services or purely based on ticket selling.
Answer by Li Feng
Mainly rely on reasonable planning of shifts to reduce costs.
Back to List
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Question by Antony Noble (ComfyBus, India)

Who will finance this additional cost? For gels, dividers...
Answer by Jan Deman
For services offered by public bus companies, any additional measures must come from
the budget granted by the authority, which means paid by the tax payers. Private bus
operators, whose revenues come from ticket selling, will need external support.
Back to List

VARIOUS
Question by Joaquín Juan-Dalac (THINK & MOVE, SL, Spain)

What's the meaning of "time" in Jinan bus demand analytics?
Answer by Li Feng
Period, peak period, low peak period, etc.
Back to List

Question by Joaquín Juan-Dalac (THINK & MOVE, SL, Spain)

Is the urban mobility increasing over public transport demand?
Answer by Jan Deman
During lockdown periods in most countries the offer was reduced by 20% to 60%, due to a
decrease in demand.
Back to List

Question by Carlo Cahn (Koninklijk Nederlands Vervoer, Netherlands)

Any special measures for disabled passengers?
Answer by Jan Deman
I have no knowledge of any special measures nor rules.
Answer by Li Feng
There are no special measures for disabled passengers in Jinan.
Answer by Craig Cipriano
While we have implemented rear door boarding to promote social distancing between bus
operators and customers, we continue to allow disabled and elderly customers who request
the use of the kneeler or wheelchair ramps to board through the front door. Bus operators
continue to assist and secure customers on the bus who use a mobility device, when needed.
Back to List
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Question by Anonymous Attendee

How is coach operation status? What is the drop in occupancy?
Answer by Jan Deman
In Western Europe, the only coach services that are operational are in transport of employees,
which means less than 5%.
Back to List

Question by Arthur Pellemans (DAF Trucks, USA)

Just an idea: would it be possible to use coaches for (inter)city transportation in
case there is a restriction not having enough drivers and/or vehicles to support the
lines taking social distancing into account. This would also help the tour operators
to bridge year until beginning of 2021.
Answer by Jan Deman
Is there a need for additional vehicles and drivers during lockdown periods? And post
Covid-19, much depends on the rules and passenger behavior. In Belgium, social
distancing on regular bus lines is not absolute: if a distance of 1,5m cannot be kept, masks
are obligatory.
Back to List

Question by Robert Beelen (Reisleiders Vlaanderen VZW, Belgium)

Do the rules that you explained for Brussels public transport apply to Brussels only
or do they apply to every region within Belgium?
Answer by Jan Deman
No, this was specific for the Brussels region, referring to the services of the Brussels PTA:
MIVB/STIB, which is as well the PTA as the PTO, and 100% public funded. There is no private
subcontracting. The situation in Flanders and Wallonia are completely different.
Back to List

Question by Mohit (Mahindra, India)

Would parents be comfortable sending kids in school buses and for that matter
even to schools?
Answer by Jan Deman
First issue is to get our buses absolutely safe, second is to tell society that we are safe…
Efficient communications will be needed to restore trust. In Belgium we are thinking about
giving masks to children getting back on the school bus, during a limited period of time. This
would solve the problem if finding masks for the public, and illustrate that we do everything to
be safe. A print on the mask "Buses are safe" could help to spread the message.
Back to List
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Question by Marcela Aguirre (Marcela Aguirre, UK)

Are there estimations around what is the percentage of population currently
working from home in Brussels who will move to the office working from Monday?
Answer by Elke Van den Brandt
People who work from home will continue working from home. They will not go to the
office on Monday. However, people who work in shops, factories and those who are
self-employed will work outside their home.
Back to List
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